Bundle 21 – Consistency with Neighboring Cities

Context, Policies, and Actions

**Regionalism - Consistency with Neighboring Cities**

**WEBSITE CONTEXT** – Municipal boundaries are primarily for governmental purposes – many residents are unaware of moving from one city to another since roadways, trails, and parks often continue across city borders. To take advantage of its centralized location in the region, Plano will coordinate with neighboring cities to provide more efficient and consistent municipal services and public improvements.

**POLICY** – Plano will coordinate with neighboring cities to provide municipal services and plan for compatible growth, public improvements, and operational efficiencies, in a way that compliments and respects the Plano community.

CNC1) Review plans with neighboring cities to ensure consistency in land use activities and transportation facilities and services every two years.

CNC2+) Explore and identify additional opportunities to share municipal services with area cities.

CNC3+) Study effectiveness of boundary drop policy regarding the provision of emergency services.

CNC4+) Partner with neighboring cities with vector control of insects and animals.

CNC5+) Analyze changing demographics in cooperation with neighboring cities to determine impact on programs and facilities provided by municipal park departments and sports organizations.

**+NOTE:** PORTIONS OF THIS BUNDLE ARE NOT CONSIDERED RELEVANT TO THE TRANSPORTATION, DENSITY, LAND USE, OR GROWTH MANAGEMENT TOPICS.
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Regionalism - Consistency with Neighboring Cities+

**WEBSITE CONTEXT** – Municipal boundaries are primarily political for governmental purposes – many residents are unaware of moving from one city to another since roadways, trails, and parks often continue across city borders. To take advantage of its centralized location in the region, Plano will coordinate with neighboring cities to provide more efficient and consistent municipal services and public improvements.

**POLICY** – Plano will partner with neighboring cities to provide municipal services and plan for compatible growth, to ensure consistency of public improvements, between jurisdictions and operational efficiencies, in a way that compliments and respects the Plano community.

CNC1) Review plans with neighboring cities to ensure consistency in land use activities and transportation facilities and services every two years.

CNC2+) Explore and identify additional opportunities to share municipal services with area cities.

CNC3+) Study effectiveness of boundary drop policy regarding the provision of emergency services.

CNC4+) Partner with neighboring cities with vector control of insects and animals.

CNC5+) Analyze changing demographics in cooperation with neighboring cities to determine impact on programs and facilities provided by municipal park departments and sports organizations.

+NOTE: PORTIONS OF THIS BUNDLE ARE NOT CONSIDERED RELEVANT TO THE TRANSPORTATION, DENSITY, LAND USE, OR GROWTH MANAGEMENT TOPICS.